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Observation of Stability Boundaries in the Parameter Space of Single Bubble Sonoluminescenc
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The region of parameter space (acoustic pressurePa, bubble radiusR0) in which stable single
bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) occurs in an air-water system is a small fraction of that which is
accessible. This is due to the existence of an island of dissolution at highPa and smallR0. For
dissolved gas concentrations above 50% of saturation, the region lies above the threshold for shape
oscillations and is unobservable. Below 50%, an oscillating bubble is stabilized on the boundary of the
island which lies below the shape threshold. SBSL is shown to exist exclusively along this boundary.
[S0031-9007(96)01550-5]

PACS numbers: 43.25.+y, 43.35.+d, 78.60.Mq
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A bubble in an external acoustic field is a laborato
for the study of a surprising variety of physics problem
Heat transport [1], mass transport [2], surfactant effe
[3], shock waves [4], chaos [5], free surface instabil
[6], and even electromagnetic radiation [7] are all ph
nomena associated with the highly nonlinear oscillatio
of air bubbles in water. Recent observations ofstable
single bubble sonoluminescence(SBSL) have highlighted
the fact that, despite the enormous amount of ene
concentrated in a bubble which is emitting light, suc
bubble can remain bothspherically symmetricand the
same sizeover billions of oscillation cycles.

On the other hand, this behavior is far from typica
Given reasonable initial values for the pressure and
quency of the driving acoustics, bubble size, and host
uid parameters, a bubble is far more likely to dissolve a
eventually disappear, or to grow and break up. Althou
for some cases the growth is self-limiting (see below
most of the time spherical instability will occur, and th
bubble will either break up (and sometimes also disappe
or will become so large that it cannot be levitated. In fa
as discovered recently by Löfstedtet al. [2], stable single
bubble sonoluminescence is known to occur where c
sical theories [2,6] predict rapid growth and subsequ
destruction. The experiments described in this report r
resent an attempt to resolve the discrepancies between
servation and model predictions. In particular, we wish
delineate where and how a bubble can exhibit both m
transport and mechanical stability by measuring where
instabilities occur for the limiting case of small bubb
sizes and large acoustic pressures.

Summary of the results.—The natural parameter spac
for the problem is defined by the acoustic pressurePa and
the equilibrium radiusR0. The accessible range for a
acoustic standing wave levitator is the minimum trappi
pressure (less than 0.1 bar in 1 g, 0 in 0 g) up to about
bars. Bubbles can be stably levitated with radii rangi
from less than1 mm up to approximately110 mm near
the pressure maximum of the 20 kHz standing wa
And yet light emission from bubbles (generically SL) an
the more restrictive SBSL have been observed only i
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miniscule region of that space, which we loosely ter
the SL window: 1.2 # Pa # 1.4 bars, and (less than 1)
# R0 # 7 mm in the current measurements at a fixe
acoustic driving frequencyfa of 20.6 kHz [8].

We have discovered that SBSL occurs only on aline
path in the spacesPa, R0d, determined by the fixed con-
centration of dissolved gas in the liquid; an example
the squares with positive slope in Fig. 1(c). Asympto
cally stable, purely spherical bubble oscillations can occ
only if they are inmass flux equilibrium, and then only if
that equilibrium is itself stable. As we will demonstrat
below, these constraints are met when the gas conc
tration in the liquid is below a certain value: for air in
water at room temperature that threshold value is appro
mately 50% saturation, or equilibration at 380 mm H
corresponding toCiyC0L  0.5, whereCi is the dissolved
gas concentration in the liquid far away from the bubbl
and C0 is the concentration at equilibrium for an amb
ent pressure of 1 bar, and subscript “L” distinguishes this
from calculated values later in the paper.

For CiyC0L . 0.5, bubbles are observed to obey th
predictions of the Eller-Flynn [2] diffusion theory, for
which Fig. 1(a) is representative. Bubbles with initia
statessPa, R0d in the dark shaded region labeled “d” dis-
solve: bubbles in “g” grow until their oscillation meets the
conditions for the onset of resonant, parametric shape
cillations (Faraday [9], Holtet al. [5]; Strube, Hullin, and
Brenneret al. [6]), where they are no longer sphericall
symmetric. The boundary between growth and disso
tion is labeled “EF” and represents (mostly unstable) diff
sive equilibrium. The shape oscillation threshold is show
in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) as the points labeled “F”. At near-S
acoustic pressures (0.8–1.4 bar), these shape oscillat
lead to the breakup of the bubble. We call this repeat
growth, shape oscillation, and breakup processrecycling:
To the naked eye it appears as a “dancing” or “jittering
motion as reported by numerous authors [10].

For CiyC0L # 0.5, an isolatedisland of dissolutionis
observed to emerge at smallerR0 than the Faraday thresh
old and stabilize the recycling. In Fig. 1(a)sCiyC0L 
0.5d the island just intersects F at (1.2 bar,7 mm); only
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3791
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this bubble is spherically stable, and light emission b
gins precisely here. At increasingly lower gas concent
tions [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)], the island extends to lowerR0,
and covers a larger range ofPa at its intersection with
the Faraday threshold. Bubbles (emitting light or no
are observed to be instablemass flux equilibrium on the
boundary of this island. Stable equilibrium requires tha
bubble move from a growth regime to a dissolutio
regime asR0 is increasing, and vice versa. Thus the le
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FIG. 1. Surfaces of constant dissolved air concentration fro
the 3D parameter spacesPa, R0, CiyC0d for acoustically levi-
tated air bubbles in pure water. All bubbles are levitated
a cylindrical cell at 20.6 kHz. The symbols labeled “Fn” are
the measured valuessPa , R0d at the onset of the Faraday in-
stability for the nth mode (“?” indicates mode was undeter
mined). The line labeled “EFsCiyC0d” is the numerically
generated diffusional equilibrium (1) for the experimentall
measuredCiyC0L using an RP equation [18]. The solid point
are the measured mass flux equilibria at the given conc
tration: squares are stable, inverted triangles are unstable
Bubbles are observed to grow in regions labeled “g”; to di
solve in dark shaded regions labeled “d”. (a)CiyC0L ø 0.5;
(b) CiyC0L ø 0.45; (c) CiyC0L ø 0.2; the arrow labeled “SL”
indicates the minimumsPa, R0d where light is first emitted. (c)
additionally displays the calculation of the Eller-Flynn equ
librium for CiyC0  0.0018 for comparison with the island
boundary points on the upper segment.
-
a-

t)

a
n
ft

side of the boundary is a growth region, and the right sid
is a dissolution region.

SL occurs in bubbles on this boundary, and onl
bubbles on this boundary satisfy the condition for SBSL
However, this stable mass equilibration is neithersuffi-
cient nor necessaryfor light emission. For example, in
Fig. 1(c) light is first emitted at the point on the uppe
segment of the boundary marked by the arrow. No light
emitted by the mechanically and mass flux stable bubbl
on the lower segment. In Fig. 1(a), light is observed fo
recycling bubbles continuously along the boundary F fo
1.26 # Pa # 1.4 [11]. Recycling bubbles are clearly not
in dynamic mass equilibrium, diffusive or otherwise, no
are they in mechanical equilibrium. Thus the light emis
sion mechanism is not slaved to the mechanism for ma
equilibration. The importance of the dissolution island i
in providing a stable path into an area of parameter spa
not other wise accessible (except transiently), and ma
ing stableperiodic SL (thus SBSL) possible. Our results
complement the observations of the UCLA group [12].

Description of the measurements and techniques.—
Air bubbles initiated via electrolysis are acoustically
levitated in water in the 20 kHz standing wave field o
a nearly closed cylindrical resonance cell ([13], Gaita
et al. [7]). The acoustic pressurePa at the antinode
is obtained from a custom hydrophone mounted insid
the cell. R0, Rmax, andRmin, deviations from sphericity
and translations of the bubble are obtained from sing
frame video images illuminated stroboscopically;R0,
in particular, is obtained by turning the sound field
off instantaneously.Rstd is obtained by calibrating the
intensityIstd scattered into a PMT located at 80± from the
forward of an incident He-Ne laser [14].Istd is also used
to detect the onset and frequency of shape oscillation
Dissolved gas concentrations less than saturation a
obtained by allowing the water to equilibrate at a reduce
pressure;CiyC0L is inferred using Henry’s law.

We report here only those measurements fo
R0 # 20 mm, and Pa $ 0.6 bar, and restrict our-
selves to dissolved gas content0.1 # CiyC0L # 0.5
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[15]. Points F are measured by varyingCiyC0L over
many values, since it is practical to measure the point
which unstablemass equilibrium and the threshold for the
onset of shape oscillations intersect. The threshold F
invariant with respect to changes inCiyC0L. A typical
run at fixed CiyC0L begins at the EF-F intersection
which is the first mass flux equilibrium encountered a
Pa is increased. We then increasePa, and the bubble
remains near F because it is recycling. AtPa  1.2 bar
(for suitably low CiyC0L), we encounter thestablemass
equilibrium regime: the lower boundary of the dissolutio
island. IncreasingPa, we measure spherically symmetric
bubble oscillations along this asymptotically stable boun
ary, which takes us rapidly to smallerR0, then back again;
see the squares in Fig. 1(c), for example.Pa is increased
until F is reached again, or the bubble disappears, or bo

Faraday instability.—Only the spherically symmetric
volume mode is directly forced by the time-varying acous
tic pressure. Under what conditions will this spherica
symmetry become unstable, and lead to observable dis
tions of the shape and eventual breakup of the bubble?

Our observations show that, for allPa below 1.4
bars, the instability which develops first is the Farada
instability. Figure 1 shows the measured threshold
a series of points labeled “Fn,” that is, the onset of
normal shape modal oscillations of observed moden. The
crucial observation which distinguishes this instabilit
from the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [16] is that the
normal mode couples resonantly to the nearly period
ringing oscillation. Thus we see the shape mode a
subsequent breakup occur 2 or more collapsesafter the
first (light-producing) collapse. Brenneret al. [6] have
presented detailed calculations of the onset of only t
quadrupole mode nonlinearly coupled to the volum
mode. The numerically generated threshold agrees v
well with our measurements until above 1 bar. Th
internal resonanceconditionfn:f0 > 1:2 (wherefn is the
Lamb [17] frequency for the observed mode and liqui
parameters, andf0 is the linear volume mode resonanc
frequency for the observedR0) is verified for all the
modes we observe forR0 # 20 mm.

Mass flux equilibrium: observations, mechanisms, st
bility.—Our observations show that in the subspace
purely spherical oscillations (to the left of F), there ex
ist two apparently disconnected regions of dissolution f
0.2 # CiyC0L # 0.5. These regions are denoted by dar
shading and labeled as “d” in Figs. 1(a)–1(c). The rest
the accessible space is labeled “g” for growth. Thus w
observe two disconnected sets of mass flux equilibria
the boundaries of these regions. The lower equilibrium
unstable; the two upper equilibria are stable.

Eller and Flynn [2] showed that the net effect of oscil
lations was to enhancediffusivetransport of dissolved gas
into the bubble. For large enough amplitude oscillation
for a fixedCi, this “rectified diffusion” could balance the
natural dissolution of a bubble in an undersaturated so
tion. The dynamic diffusion equilibrium they derive using
at
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a boundary layer approximation is

Ci

C0


µ
1 1

2s

R0P`

∂
kRyR0l

ksRyR0d4l
, (1)

where s is the liquid surface tension,P` is the ambi-
ent pressure outside the liquid, andk· · ·l denotes the time
average of the quantity over one acoustic cycle. Th
curves EF in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) represent numerically ge
eratedsPa, R0d values where an oscillating bubble is in
diffusion equilibrium for numericalCiyC0  CiyC0L, us-
ing Rstd calculated from a Rayleigh-Plesset model [18]
For example, in Fig. 1(a) EF (0.5) represents the cond
tion CiyC0  0.5. For the regionsPa, R0d above and to
the right of EF the model predicts diffusive growth; be
low left it predicts dissolution. This agrees with our ob-
servations forCiyC0  0.5. The wiggles in the curve
EF (0.50) in Fig. 1(a) are due to underlying harmoni
resonances [19]. EF curves with positive slope ar
stable equilibria—negative slopes are unstable. Brenn
et al. [2] have suggested that the intermittent stable re
gions such as seen on EF (0.5) in Fig. 1(a) could be r
sponsible for stable SL; while in practice resonances a
important at larger bubble size [13,15], our measuremen
show that harmonic volume resonance effects are not im
portant in the SL window in water.

EF intersects F very near where our unstable ma
equilibria intersect F in Figs. 1(a)–1(c), indicating tha
our unstable mass equilibria are in diffusive equilibrium
However, (1) predicts a single connected [and most
unstable for thesesPa, R0d values] equilibrium line, with
a continuous region of growth above and to the righ
The Eller-Flynn theory fails to predict our observations
of stable mass flux equilibria in the SL window for
CiyC0L , 0.5.

We can substitute ourmeasuredbubble responseRstd
into (1) to further investigate the nature of the equilib
ria. Figure 2 plotsCiyC0 sssEq.s1dddd for every bubble in
mass flux equilibrium for two similarCiyC0L. The un-
stable equilibrium data obey EF diffusion; that is, for a
given water preparation, we findCiyC0 sssEq.s1dddd  CiyC0L

for the spherical bubble at the EF-F intersection. How
ever, for stable bubbles along the island boundary, w
find CiyC0 sssEq.s1dddd ø CiyC0L, falling while traversing the
lower segment to reach a value 2 orders of magnitude low
than the preparation value. Such bubbles are not in diff
sive equilibrium with air, at least not in the EF formulation
with air treated as a lumped mixture with constant prope
ties. This is in agreement with the observations of Barbe
et al. [8] and Löfstedtet al. [2]; they report an air bubble
with roughly the samePa, R0, Rmax which does not satisfy
an approximate expression derived from (1).

Strikingly, the bubble response along the upper se
ment of the island boundary yields a constant (0.001
value for CiyC0 sssEq.s1dddd. This is consistent with the fact
that both Rmax and R0 are increasing, and their oppo-
site effects on the dynamic mass flux just balance ea
other. Figure 1(c) displays the fully numerical diffusion
3793
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FIG. 2. Dissolved gas concentrationCiyC0 sssEq.s1dddd calculated
from (1) using the measuredRstd for the stable and unstable
mass flux equilibria vs acoustic pressurePa for two data sets.
The inferredCiyC0L from Henry’s law is constant for each data
set and drawn on the axis.

equilibrium from Eq. (1) forCiyC0  0.0018 for com-
parison. Bubbles on the upper segment may well be
stable diffusional equilibrium for some reduced “effec
tive gas concentration” just outside the bubble. Diffe
ential (or preferential) diffusion of component gases ma
also play a role here. Recently Lohseet al. [20] have
suggested a nitrogen dissociation mechanism which co
account for such behavior. Their parameter space cal
lations (Hilgenfeldtet al. [20]) show remarkable qualita-
tive agreement with our results here. Whatever the ma
stabilization mechanism is, we can now quantify its con
straint on values ofsPa, R0d on the upper island boundary:
Equation (1) is a constant of the motion.

We have observed mechanical stability and mass tra
port boundaries in the parameter space of an acoustica
levitated bubble which determine its behavior. The Far
day instability limits the maximum equilibrium size of
spherically oscillating bubbles at a fixed pressure, whi
dynamic mass flux equilibrium constrains the size of th
bubble at fixed pressure such that it remains along
stable, zero-mass-flux path. This constraint yields ve
high values of bubble response, and thus provides a w
dow in state space in which SBSL appears. The key o
servation is the existence of the dissolution island (whic
stabilizes spherical oscillations relative to the Farada
instability) and its dependence on the dissolved g
concentration.
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